This is the first book written by members of the Church of Christ (a fellowship within the Stone-Campbell Restoration tradition) attempting to fully integrate evolutionary thought into theology. In the past, members of the fellowship preferred natural theology or concordist approaches. These positions were often coupled with a commitment to biblical literalism. It is difficult to judge the impact of this work, or any work, on the fellowship, given our congregational polity. However, the book was the subject of a major review at the Christian Scholars’ Conference at Pepperdine University in June 2011, where it was unanimously welcomed as a step forward in science/religion interactions within the Restoration tradition.

Mitchell is the director of the Religious Studies Program at the University of Houston and a minister of the Heights Church of Christ in Houston. Blackard is a lawyer and conflict management practitioner. Rather than critique evolution’s validity, they accept it as the best explanation from those with expertise in the field and seek to reconcile the biblical stories with science.

Their key theme is the realization “that the Bible is not a book of science, and that to discover its fundamental truths, we need to read it as a book of theology.” What a refreshing statement to hear from members of a fellowship that has historically focused on “plain sense” literalism when doing its worst exegesis, and on concordism when doing its best. The authors reject both literalism and concordism in favor of higher criticism to move the fellowship into mainstream Christianity. In the first three chapters, they show how the Genesis creation stories have their origins in ancient Middle Eastern stories. These epics were adapted so that monotheism could capture the imagination and teach deep theological or spiritual insights regarding age-old human questions of ontology, teleology, and the ultimate meaning of life. The authors’ primary claim is that Genesis 1–11 is a polemic against polytheism and idolatry; it is not a science or history text in the sense of “showing how it essentially was.”

Many of our problems in perceiving God today are rooted in Greek philosophy when it was assimilated into Christian belief by the Scholastics. As an example, the authors focus on Thomistic thought in integrating Greek philosophy in the first few chapters. The authors also cover how medieval natural philosophy through Bacon focused on phenomenal causation but developed natural theology. Later in the eighteenth century, intellectuals reacted against...
various forms of natural theology to see nature as a self-sufficient deterministic mechanism. The scientists who promoted such mechanisms were predominately Christian—but they saw the purpose of Scripture as theology, not science. In fact, theologically, Christianity allowed modern science to flourish: nature is not to be worshiped but studied; it is not inherently evil, illusory, or chaotic; nature can make sense through basic laws that can be rationally and naturalistically described; the human mind can comprehend the natural world. Just as Laplace saw the cosmos as determined by natural laws, Darwin developed an explanation of the biological world as a result of natural processes without divine intervention. The fundamental thesis of how evolution occurred (natural selection) did not obviate the claim of God as the giver of natural law. But it did extract God from needing to directly intervene in each and every species’ appearance. It was comparable to no longer needing Newton’s angels to “nudge the planets” into their orbits.

The authors chronicle Darwin’s thinking but ignore the severe impact that the death of his daughter, Annie, had on him. The point of chapter four is that even if Darwin had never published The Origin, the idea of natural selection would still have developed; Darwin’s contribution was to develop a unified theory to explain speciation and provide evidence to support it. It was not until his publication of The Descent of Man in 1871 that the theory of evolution by natural selection seemed to attack the core of our being. Some saw it as claiming that we have no grand purpose; we are merely another animal and on Earth merely as a result of randomness, chance, and blind indifference. But is this view necessary? With laws of nature, one still has to metaphysically ask if there is directionality and purpose.

In chapter 5, the authors cover how Darwinian thought was received in the United States. At the close of the nineteenth century, evolution by natural selection was being assimilated into theological reflection. But in the early twentieth century, reactions arose against modernism and German higher literary criticism. Coupled with this was a revival of flood geology by Seventh-Day Adventist George McCready Price. The atmosphere was saturated with biblical fundamentalism and “plain sense” exegesis. In 1909, a twelve-volume series of booklets called The Fundamentals began to be published by a committee of men from several Protestant denominations. The goal was to oppose modernist views and to establish what they felt to be fundamental doctrines of the Christian faith, including biblical inerrancy. At least three contributors, George Frederick Wright, B. B. Warfield, and James Orr, believed in some form of the theory of evolution. Nevertheless, the pamphlets spurred antievolution sentiment.

By the 1920s, the stage was set for entrenchment, with a variety of Christian groups committed to “plain sense” readings. These elements allowed for the perfect storm: the Scopes “monkey trial” in Dayton, TN. The arguments against Darwin had emotional intensity. Retreat into infallibility seemed the only option. Data just had to be explained away: fossils were planted by Satan to trick us or by God to test our faith or there was a conspiracy of science against Christianity. On the other side were those who saw Scripture to be consistent with evolution; the creation accounts were symbolic affirmations of the world’s dependence on God. The authors address these concerns but fail to address the “fundamentalist anxiety” of how evolution affects the Fall doctrine. A quick discussion of how John Henry Newman and Frederick Tennant addressed these issues in the nineteenth century would have helped. The authors conclude that while science did present some issues for Christianity, the larger problems were presented by the philosophical implications ... however, the philosophical implications of Darwinism have no bearing whatsoever on whether biological evolution [by natural selection] is in fact a correct understanding of man’s origin and development.

The authors discuss epistemology in chapters six and seven, pointing out that the “debates” between science and Scripture are due to a misunderstanding of what questions science can, and cannot, answer, and how it differs from those which theology asks. Even if one agrees that our universe seems planned, it is a metaphysical position to claim it. In contrast, the intelligent design (ID) movement sees design as provable by scientific methodology. The theological concept that God is Creator is vastly different from the weakest of the Thomistic arguments … the teleological argument from design. Christian belief flows from faith, not from a neo-Paleyan approach to natural theology such as ID. The authors conclude that theology does not design tests for the existence of God.
nor does it use God to fill in gaps of knowledge. Instead, we start with the metaphysical assumption that God exists. As a person of faith, I cannot see God’s existence as a hypothesis to be tested.

So what are the criteria for belief in God? Even Richard Dawkins, the vocal atheist, has realized, “the absolute impossibility of proving or disproving God ...” Whether one agrees with your argument depends on what counts as evidence for that individual. In epistemology, one has to first address several questions: Can logic prove existence? Does subjective experience provide for objective reality? Can physical evidence ever be offered when talking about supernatural things? Are the things internally experienced as mental events real? None of these considerations were included in the authors’ attempts to address epistemological arguments. Their discussion of Hume was similarly poorly nuanced. Hume’s fight was mainly against the physico-theologians of the time and the teleological argument; it was not necessarily an argument against God’s existence. I would modify the authors’ claim that Hume discredited orthodox religious belief and say instead that he discredited natural theology.

Moving on to atheism, the authors ask, “If one cannot prove the existence or non-existence of God, how does one become an atheist?” The answer given, they claim, depends on how one defines atheism: simple absence of belief in deities, or positive denial or rejection of their existence. In the latter definition, what might be called “strong atheism,” the secular philosophy of “scientific naturalism” is often invoked: the only things knowable are those things that are natural, physical, or material. They distinguish this from “metaphysical naturalism” which holds that the supernatural does not exist at all. From such a position, Dawkins claims that positing God is superfluous. This argument aims to discredit belief but offers no proof; one could postulate a deity who used evolutionary processes. Ultimately, atheism offers no solution to basic metaphysical questions regarding the existence of the universe or its actualization.

Next, the authors turn the tables and search out the origins of modern forms of creationism. Probably the greatest influence on the rise of creationism was the reaction to modernism and the teaching of evolution in the public schools during the 1920s. Over the next 30–40 years, creationism would likely have dissolved had it not been for the emphasis on science education in the early 1960s in our race to the moon. Along with this emphasis came many science textbooks with major sections on evolution. The fundamentalist reaction was to decry the decline of traditional values and growing secularism in society, blaming it all on evolution taught in these textbooks. A variety of creationist organizations were formed in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and “creation science” or “scientific creationism” was born. Court cases decided the outcome during the 1980s. Later attempts to force the teaching of ID were also rejected in 2005 as unconstitutional.

The authors critique ID concepts in chapter nine. Going back to Plato and Aristotle, the claim was that there must be a “prime mover” of the universe. Aquinas revived this concept and argued that design in nature pointed toward God. The key figure was William Paley in the early nineteenth century, who taught that the natural world was so complex it must be designed. The ID movement makes the fundamental claim that “intelligent causes are necessary to explain the complex, information-rich structures of biology and that these causes are empirically detectable.” By making this move, they hoped to distinguish ID from a biblically based religion; the court cases exposed this deception. The authors conclude that ID is a repackaging of scientific creationism in response to negative court opinion.
As a theological concept, design may be seen as one way to seek coherence in theism. But it is simply not science. One cannot test or put God on trial, and indeed, thinking one can is a violation of Jesus’ words (Matt. 4:7; Luke 4:12). ID is poor science, and it is horrible theology. Concordism is also bad theology. The authors point this out by noting that many theologians conclude that while the Bible certainly does not argue against the big bang theory, it doesn’t contain any element that is parallel to the theory ... Genesis doesn’t begin with a bang. It begins with a watery chaos, just like the pre-biblical Babylonian story does, and it is out of the watery chaos that the universe is built.

The reference is to the earth being the watery chaos, with little reference to the rest of the cosmos except as heavens which were thought of as a firmament (dome-like structure) above the earth. Modern cosmology is not to be found in Genesis; consequently, concordism fails at the outset.

At best, ID is a counter-balance to the metaphysical assertions of naturalists such as Dawkins and Dennett—even if a potentially questionable one. Both camps overstep their bounds: ID claims to be science when it is really metaphysics (and a political movement), and the new atheists make metaphysical claims under the guise of science. The problem with inferring design is that humans are particularly bad at it. We can be told a design exists in a noise pattern, and we will search it out until, lo and behold, we actually see one! Not only are we pattern-seeking primates, our decisions regarding design “are largely a result of our personal experiences and the culture in which we have learned.” Instead, we should exhaustively search out an explanation based in natural regularity and stochasticity, without assuming design. This is the process of science.

We reach the crucial point in chapter ten in which proper exegesis is defined, first, by not using the biblical witness for history or science lessons; the focus should be on the theological message. With this perspective, a conflict position between science and theology evaporates. The only conflict is for those who are still focused on natural theology, pro or con. On the one hand, Dawkins’ brand of atheism uses metaphysical naturalism (or scientism) to bolster a metaphysical position that nature is all there is and only science provides truth (a self-defeating statement). On the other hand, creationism says that only the plain sense understanding of Scripture (literalism) provides truth about origins of the cosmos and human beings; what can be discovered using our five senses and explainable by natural law is rejected in the light of a miraculous literalistic understanding. Each position is absolutist.

Unfortunately, the authors still favor some form of theistic evolution with all of creation moving toward a predetermined goal. Despite being more teleological than science allows, at least the authors admit that detecting purposefulness is through revelation, not science. Three theistic evolution positions are detailed: the origin of life itself and the spiritual nature of humans needing supernatural intervention (Francis Collins); evolution being guided by God via quantum chaos (Robert Russell); and God setting forth the laws of the universe so that it has the potential to evolve on its own and without supernatural intervention (Howard Van Till).

Van Till sees theology and the natural sciences as studying two different aspects of reality in which “we must carefully distinguish two categories of questions about the natural world.” These two categories are what Van Till calls “internal affairs” and “external relationships.” The first is the view of natural science which empirically reveals information about the world’s properties, behavior, and history; he describes these in purely natural terms. The second is metaphysical, as it concerns how the cosmos and God can be related as revealed via Scripture. Van Till sees God as endowing creation with its ability to self-organize. Biological evolution is consistent with the doctrine of creation in this view. The “formational economy” of creation allows it to organize and transform itself from elementary matter to complex life forms.

In Collins’s view, while there is no proof of God, the best evidence is moral law (as per C. S. Lewis and Kant before him). Collins also places weight on the scientific support for the cosmos having a beginning and obeying orderly laws. His position takes seriously that (1) the universe had a beginning about 14 billion years ago; (2) the anthropic argument is weak; (3) evolution and natural selection allow for descent with modification from a common ancestor; (4) no supernatural interference occurred once life began, including the development of humans from a common ancestor with apes; and (5) humans are
unique in their spiritual nature which cannot be fully explained by evolutionary processes (e.g., the moral law and the desire to know God).33 Unfortunately, the last position has not been adjudicated by science so far; as such it is, potentially, a God-of-the-gaps argument.

Russell claims a “noninterventionist understanding of special providence.” It is actually quite interventionist since God still takes action but within the laws of nature: these actions are not violations of natural law. Quantum fluctuations cause genetic variation (via mutation) which indirectly affects the course of evolution.34 Russell interprets quantum indeterminacy “philosophically to imply that there are some events in nature for which there is no sufficient efficient natural cause.”35 This lack of a causal nexus at the quantum level allows for divine action by nudging quantum states rather than entire planets. Thus, Russell sees general divine action that creates and sustains the world plus special divine action that indirectly causes special events in the world. So, while the process of evolution may appear to be random chance, God knows how to play with quantum indeterminacy so that it chaotically magnifies to create the mutations needed for evolution to be guided. This places God as acting within time, knowing the outcome, and completely responsible for it, without violating a law of nature. The advantage, as Russell sees it, is that it does away with the “blind chance” claim of the metaphysical naturalists in which “blind chance” is the hidden action of the God who creates life.36 Spooky action at a distance is defied by Russell. For me, this view provides for too much culpability when it comes to theodicy issues.

The authors fail to point out that none of the three theistic evolution positions are scientific explanations. They are theological constructs consistent with science in the sense that violation of natural law is not needed. However, out of the three, the only one that does not require an interventionist strategy is Van Till’s. All three positions are different from ID in that they are theological concepts attempting to reconcile evolution with belief in God, rather than trying to masquerade as an alternative “science.” Perhaps the major flaw in the book was this failure to critique theistic evolution. God’s involvement in evolution should be left a mystery—perceived in the mind of the believer without trying to find some physicalist explanation for divine action.

The last five chapters focus on how to read the Bible as theological literature, how to make judgments about science, and how these move the authors to belief. They make the case that conflict does not exist between science and the Bible when the Bible is properly interpreted. One can assimilate evolutionary thought into a Christian concept of creation without taking Genesis 1–11 either as science or as history but, instead, as symbolic revelation for the purpose of theological insight. Many mainline Protestant churches, Roman Catholicism, and theologians agree.37 Although not explicitly stated in chapter eleven, the authors rely on modern higher literary criticism to understand and interpret Scripture—something which Churches of Christ rejected in the early twentieth century with the rise of fundamentalism but slowly came to accept in the latter half of the past century.38 Understanding the beliefs of the writers and their audience, including the cultural landscape when the text was written, and considering the linguistic/literary relationships in the text, help us to better see the applicability of these ancient texts to our own times.

Consequently, we should not see the Genesis stories as attempts to describe in scientific detail how the stars work, or whether the universe is geocentric or heliocentric, or how or in what time frame God went about creating the universe or humans. Without this perspective, we are bound to a “plain sense/vulgar/literal” view of Scripture and, in so doing, fulfill Augustine’s prophecy of being laughed to scorn. We need to recover our sense of symbolism, metaphor, and mythic imagination when reading Scripture rather than forcing it to be “true” history or science. The authors maintain that the biblical writers never intended Scripture “to contain any science at all, whether viewed scientifically, historically, psychologically, theologically, or exegetically.”39 Scripture is meant to tell us that there is only one God through whom we may receive salvation. That is the sole purpose of the biblical message.

By chapter twelve, the authors have thoroughly rejected “plain sense” eisegetic approaches. They point out that even when common language is used in Scripture, it is an “accommodation principle” in order to reveal God, such that anyone may understand the basics for salvation. The details of Scripture, especially doctrinal matters, are best left to the magisterium of the church.40 Personal interpretation...
of Scripture without solid theological insight—so-called plain sense readings—must be rejected, even as the Ethiopian eunuch admitted to Philip in the chariot (Acts 8:30–31).

To illustrate this rejection of plain sense exegesis, the authors consider that the Genesis 1–11 stories constitute a mimetic narrative; this narrative is “a form of history and refers to historical times, event, and people, but it does not contain stories that meet the scrutiny of modern historical narrative.”

Mimetic narrative actually transcends ordinary history. It is “a redescription of reality, the creation of a literary world or a textual world that reaches beyond itself and beyond its historical milieu … into the discovery of some universal truth.” A greater truth than mere “data and facts” would provide is generated; merely focusing on details would “obscure the truth of the broader story, so one needs to read the narrative from beginning to end to understand its meaning as a single, coherent story.” The focus of the Bible is to reveal the spiritual truth of the incarnation and the hope of eternal life.

Using the word “myth” or “fable” in reference to a story in the Bible often gets one in trouble with fundamentalists and some evangelicals. However, it is this uneducated understanding of what “myth” means that leads to confusion. Myth is not a fictional tale when used in the literary sense. Rather, it is “a legendary narrative that presents part of the beliefs of a people or that explains a particular phenomenon … [it] does not imply any judgment as to validity …” The mythical origin of these accounts does not denigrate their status as God-inspired or detract from their truth and value to serve a greater purpose.

How one avoids inappropriate interpretations is also covered in chapter 12. Being aware of the flaws in our own worldviews is a first step. Closely related, the authors say, is the tendency to understand scripture according to the traditions to which we are accustomed, without giving any thought to those traditions and where they came from … traditions such as sex is the original sin, or that work is punishment for sins … or that Satan had a war with God in heaven … none of these traditions is based on scripture or biblical stories.

Also inappropriate is reading Genesis in a concordist fashion: day-age theories, gap theories, placing Adam and Eve in a neolithic culture or in an oasis in the desert close to present-day Baghdad. Finally, we must not look for easy answers. Instead, we must deal thoroughly and honestly with the text and follow accepted principles of interpretation in an attempt to understand the meaning of the passage in its original setting … [and] to think deeply about the theological and personal implications of the deeper message.

This is a much more difficult and challenging task than a simple “plain sense” reading will allow—a task best left up to the magisterium of the church.

As an example of proper exegesis, the authors detail the theologically sound interpretations of the first eleven chapters of Genesis in chapter 13. The consensus of Bible scholars today is that the first eleven chapters are a composite of writings put together by an editor or editors from a variety of sources. The authors draw three conclusions about the Genesis stories: (1) they are written before modern scientific understandings of the cosmos and so use a unique prescientific language for describing the physical world; (2) they are concerned with the nature of God, not mechanisms of biological development; (3) they are a consciously symbolic work, using poetic language and similar to parables rather than factual history. The focus of the stories is symbolic in order to reveal “deep, fundamental truths about the nature of humanity and our place in the universe.”

The point of the narrative was also to dismantle the polytheism of the time. Furthermore, the stories are a part of a whole that ultimately reflects why the incarnation of Christ had to be.

Probably the toughest issue to deal with is Christian anthropology. The authors point out that to “image God” does not require us to be made fully developed or without a history of common ancestry: there is no difference between an existing human person whose ancestor was created instantaneously without progenitors just a few thousand years ago and an existing human person whose ancestors go back much further in time and whose lineage is much more deeply rooted in complex animal biology.

To illustrate this claim, the authors use an “ontology recapitulates phylogeny” argument: each of us
develops from a zygote which shows little resemblance to a human and yet still has the potential for relationship with God once fully developed. The biblical doctrine of creation simply affirms that all humans are specially created by God regardless of ontology. The critical theological point is to know that God is involved, mysteriously, in each and every human’s formation and yearns for a relationship with each person. Because each of us rejects this relationship to pursue selfish interests and desires, we each eat of the fruit to know evil and good in a quest to be our own god. Literalism or concordism does not help us here. Symbolism does. Whether humans have their origins in two miraculously fully formed humans or whether they were a result of a long evolutionary development, the Christian doctrine of creation is that each of us is created by God in some way. If such an “origin from a single cell is okay for one individual, it should work for our whole species.”

The point is not to understand the two creation stories in Genesis as naturalistic, or historical, tales of how we came to be; they are theological explanations of our absolute dependence on God’s providence. Each story should depend on its own merits, and its individual purpose and literary style should be considered. Mitchell and Blackard prefer this approach since it argues for a symbolic, theological, non-scientific meaning … to convey universal truth … Genesis is literature of the symbolic imagination … the two [accounts] are different ways of telling the story for the purpose of communicating different ideas to different readers.

Consequently, they consider the theological interpretation of Scripture as critical, as opposed to a need to be literal, which leads to the claim that evolution is a threat to the Christian faith. They also explain how Aristotelian thought on fixity of species has been assimilated into modern creationism ever since medieval theology rediscovered Greek thought. Galileo’s rejection of Aristotelian astronomy and Darwin’s rejection of Aristotelian biology are both arguments against these ancient Greek ideas, not against the Bible. The problem is the acceptance of Aristotelian thought upon which is layered a “biblical” interpretation. Fixity of species is not a biblical concept but an Aristotelian concept of forms.

In chapter 14, the authors detail the symbolism of the Genesis 1–11 stories. What matters is that humans rebel against God at all stages of development, from the dawning of consciousness (an image of God) until today. In contrast with the pagan myths of the time in which the gods purposefully keep humans from immortality, the Adam and Eve story places our downfall into our own hands, but we still retain the privilege of caretakers of the earth. The imagery is there to show that each of us has lost that original innocence to pursue our own self-serving nature rooted in human pride and disobedience. The authors conclude,

Creation was good, and sin came after creation in the form of voluntary acts … We have the same freedom and responsibility, commit the same acts, and behave the same way regardless of whether we were created six thousand years ago or have been around for millions of years.

The authors also reject the literalism of flood geology and the concordist approach of regional catastrophes in the Noachian deluge story. The story is not there “as a form of science that would describe how the earth’s geologic features were formed … and it was not intended as a history of events.” Its intent is to combat depraved pagan gods and provide a “beautiful picture of salvation by grace through faith. There was no other way to be saved from destruction … except by coming to God’s ark of refuge.” The Tower of Babel story is also explained from a theological perspective rather than as a literal reading, supporting a single origin for all languages. The story covers the recurring theme of condemning the overwhelming pride of people who defy God. It also tells us today that just because we have the technology to do something, we should ask ourselves if it contributes to the kind of justice we might expect of God. Can our “progress” really be to the glory of God if it harms the poor and oppressed?

A final chapter on epistemology rounds out the book; the authors focus on the importance of trusting expertise, not authority, in providing access to truth about the way the world works and the way theological reflection works. Despite not being scientists themselves, they have the good sense to trust those who are, when discovering validity in the physical world. Consequently, they accept scientific explanations from evolution, astronomy, geology, molecular genetics, and paleontology.

They also respect theological expertise. The mysteries of the cosmos are sufficient to cause many to
insert “deity” whenever a naturalistic explanation is lacking. This is an impoverishing approach as it keeps relegating God to explain the gaps and then embarrassing the rest of us when the gaps are filled. The real mystery is, why is there a cosmos at all? What is its source? What is human destiny / purpose? These are the questions which theology attempts to explain. Science, by its very nature, cannot.62 It would be better to rely on the magisterium of the church rather than on personal interpretation to help interpret Scripture. Just as we do not read a textbook of surgery and try to perform an operation on ourselves, we would do better to rely on trained experts in the field (theologians) rather than on eisegesis from the laity when we read Scripture. In the end, the best approach is to read Scripture in the historical and linguistic context in which it was written, to accept its mysteries, and to appreciate its fundamental truths about the relationship between God and man … this is the approach that does not conflict with all that we observe and learn about science …63

A literal/historical/scientific reading of the creation accounts of Genesis negates their fundamental truth and power. As Langdon Gilkey puts it, “The claim to be able literally to describe God’s creative act does not so much reflect piety as it reveals the loss of the religious sense of the transcendent holiness and mystery of God.”64 It creates God in our image: as scientist, engineer, designer, artificer, cobbler, construction worker, draftsman, and watchmaker.

Unfortunately, the authors do not clarify matters by their position on theistic evolution to illustrate God’s designing intelligence.65 At least they do not defend it as scientific “proof” but as a theological concept. The problem with this approach is that they do not address all the examples of poor design—the “junk-yard wars” impression of things being hodge-podged together—that evolution often presents. There is far too much teleology in their version of theistic evolution for it to take science seriously. If the authors would consider process theology, they might improve their position of consilience between evolution and Christianity.66 Effectively, process thought emphasizes the relational aspects of God’s character: God creates with the world in such a way to persuade or to “lure” cooperative action from creation, not to force it to do as one chooses. As a result, God draws all things unto himself, offering all things in every moment the opportunity for achieving the good while “… the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together … waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body” (Rom. 8:22, 23; KJV). We are engaged in this process as well, since the creation waits in “earnest expectation … for the manifestation of the sons of God … [when it] shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God” (Rom. 8:19, 21; KJV) in an eschatological future.67 Nevertheless, Mitchell and Blackard have made a significant step forward from the fundamentalisms of plain sense readings and concordism that once characterized fellowships in the Restoration heritage.
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Notes
3In A Critical Look at Evolution, Camp states, “Every writer holds the conviction that the biblical account of creation is a true and factual account of the origin of life on earth, in particular human life” (p. 33). The contributors were professors of Bible, physics, and biology at Harding College, Pepperdine University, and David Lipscomb College (schools affiliated with Churches of Christ).
In Thomas’ *Evolution and Faith*, a move was made toward a more modern exegesis that allowed Scripture “to stand in its own literary, historical, and religious context” and without “a scientific concern or presupposition” (p. 147). However, the move is shortly reigned in: “The Genesis account of creation, therefore, should be read [as] … a straightforward, sober statement of what actually happened … its opening chapters on creation are an integral part of Genesis’ uncompromising historical character” (p. 177). The contributors were professors of Bible and various science departments at Abilene Christian University, affiliated with Churches of Christ.

In a session organized by Chris Doran of Pepperdine, the book was reviewed by Donna Plank from Pepperdine, David Mahfood, a divinity student from Abilene Christian University, and James Foster of Princeton. The overwhelming positive perception was the book’s commitment to respecting both science and theology as separate fields that could engage in fruitful dialogue. The reviewers appreciated the fact that this book showed that being called an accommodationist is not a pejorative epithet but a badge of honor. The reviewers found much to be praised in the detailed exegesis of Scripture but felt that the book was light on systematic and philosophical theology. Even though the hermeneutic was never spelled out entirely, restricting the Genesis texts to merely an excoriation of polytheism as the authors seem to do, did not engage as robust a theology as is needed to allow a true reconciliation of science and theology. However, it did succeed in exegetically reconciling the biblical narrative with the evolutionary one. The consensus hope was that the book’s audience (the educated laity in Restorationist fellowships) would finally be freed from the plain sense biblical literalism that plagues some remnants within the tradition.

Mitchell is an alumnus of Abilene Christian University (BA, 1961; MA, 1969 in doctrine with minor in Hebrew) and Rice University (PhD, 1979 in religious studies—theology and theological ethics).

Blackard developed Shell Oil’s internal conflict management system and has authored several books on conflict management. His role with the book was to provide a layperson’s perspective.

The historical-critical method is preferred by the authors; they rely on source and redaction criticism in the spirit of the Tübingen School.


Many of the “proofs” of God using Platonic and Aristotelian ideas create more conflict with modern science than scriptural literalism.

Thomistic thought became a major theological underpinning for the Catholic struggle against Protestant theology. Aspects of it are used in fundamentalist circles today (ironically assimilated by fundamentalist Protestants) when rejecting the discoveries of modern science and accepting the fixity of species and an original type species.

John Henry Newman and Frederick T. Tennant are classic examples (see notes 14 and 15 below).


Mitchell and Blackard, *Reconciling the Bible and Science*, 82.


Mitchell and Blackard, *Reconciling the Bible and Science*, 104.

Hume’s agnosticism was more focused against philosophies that mistakenly made assumptions to come up with metaphysical claims when the facts were not properly associated in the first place. We believe in certain ways, based more on habit, social convention, and even our natural instinct, than based on data and rationality. With this view, Hume questions not only natural theology but metaphysical naturalism disguised as science.

Mitchell and Blackard, *Reconciling the Bible and Science*, 106.


Examples of poor design are used to question a deity as a designer or at least frame the deity as capricious or inept. This argument assumes omnipotence, omniscience and omnibenevolence for God and that he exercises, in particular, the first at all times without regard for allowing freedom of all things to “become” on their own. Open and process theology see this differently.


Courts challenges to the constitutionality of antievolution laws occurred in 1968 when the US Supreme Court overturned an Arkansas law that had been on its books since 1928 shortly after the Scopes trial (Epperson v. Arkansas).
The legal strategies have been evolving ever since. One approach is the “equal time laws,” a repackaging of creationism without reference to biblical themes. The equal time laws passed by Arkansas and Louisiana in the early 1980s were also struck down as unconstitutional in 1982 (McLean v. Arkansas) and 1987 (Edwards v. Aguillard). After these defeats, several new phrases were used in hopes of inserting “creation science” into the curriculum: “alternatives to evolution,” “evidence against evolution,” “initial complexity theory,” and “intelligent design theory.” See the NCSE website for details: http://ncse.com/creationism/general/antievolutionism-creationism-united-states (last accessed June 22, 2011).
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